
ABC Overview 

 

For the purposes of this issue, the key historical action is the 2011 Omnibus Amendment that 

established Annual Catch Limits (ACLs) and Accountability Measures (AMs).  ACLs and AMs 

were required under the 2007 Reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 

and Management Act (MSA), and the operational issue was that the Council had to set ACLs 

that could not exceed the recommendation of the Council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee 

(SSC) to prevent overfishing.  These recommendations are called Acceptable Biological Catches 

(ABCs) and represent an upper limit for the Council when setting catch and landings limits.  In 

the Omnibus ACL/AM Amendment, the Council developed a risk policy that guides the SSC in 

terms on how much risk of overfishing the Council is willing to accept when the SSC develops 

ABC recommendations.  Previous lawsuits have determined that the risk of overfishing cannot 

exceed 50%, and the Council’s risk policy implemented with the ACL/AM Omnibus 

Amendment is described as follows.  The Council also modified the original risk policy via 

Framework 6 to the Mackerel-Squid-Butterfish Fishery Management Plan to provide additional 

flexibility for stocks without accepted overfishing information 

(http://www.mafmc.org/s/MSB_Framework_06.pdf).   

 

Council ABC Risk Policy 

The Council’s risk policy states that for a typical species whose stock size is at or greater than a 

target of the biomass associated with maximum sustainable yield (BMSY), the acceptable 

probability of overfishing is 40%, i.e. if a fishery catches the ABC then there should be a 60% 

probability of not overfishing.  If a species is deemed atypical then the Council has specified that 

it wants only a 35% chance of overfishing (i.e. a 65% probability of not overfishing, i.e. a larger 

buffer) when biomass is at or above BMSY.  The SSC determines whether a stock is typical or 

atypical each time an ABC is recommended.  Generally speaking, an atypical stock has a life 

history strategy that results in greater vulnerability to exploitation, and whose life history has not 

been sufficiently addressed through the stock assessment and biological reference point 

development process.  The extra buffer for atypical species is thus only invoked when the 

unusual characteristics have not been sufficiently incorporated into an assessment.  The SSC can 

also determine that the available information on overfishing probability is not acceptable and 

then uses other information to set ABCs (see (d) Stock without an OFL or OFL proxy (1) and (2) 

below).  (OFL = Overfishing Level) 

For both typical and atypical species, the Council has specified that as stock size (B) falls below 

the target (BMSY), then there should be a lower and lower probability of overfishing, until the 

probability of overfishing hits zero when the stock is only 10% of the target (BMSY).  As stock 

size decreases, ABCs will decrease because there is a smaller stock of fish to produce new fish, 

and because at a lower stock size the Council wants greater assurance that overfishing will not 

occur.  This should cause stock size to increase and return to BMSY.  To get such assurances, a 

larger buffer for uncertainty from the actual overfishing threshold is developed, and larger 

http://www.mafmc.org/s/MSB_Framework_06.pdf


buffers (i.e. lower catch) should produce higher probabilities of not overfishing.  The figure 

below graphically describes this concept (“B/BMSY” just means the current biomass divided by 

the target biomass).  For example, if you had a stock with a current biomass of 10 metric tons 

and a target of 9 metric tons, 10/9 is greater than 1 - you are at 1.11 times the target biomass size 

(BMSY).  Once B/BMSY is less than 1, (e.g. a current biomass of 8 and a target of 9) then lower and 

lower probabilities of overfishing are required until a zero percent probability of overfishing is 

required when B/BMSY = 0.1.  If B/BMSY = 0.1, this means that the stock would be at 10% of its 

target (an overfished determination generally occurs at 50% of the target).         

 
Figure X. MAFMC Risk Policy 
 

The above summarizes the current regulations governing the setting of ABCs, and portions of the 

actual regulations are provided below.  Both the ABC control rule section (648.20) and the risk 

policy section (648.21) guide the SSC in making ABC recommendations.  The SSC's assessment 

of how uncertainty is handled by assessments also affects the final ABC determination in terms 

of how much of a buffer is used to lower the ABC from the point estimate of the overfishing 

level (OFL).  The regulations for this are not reproduced here but can be found in §648.20.  

(http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?c=ecfr&SID=1e9802ffddb05d0243d9c657fade956c&rgn=div5&view=text&node=50:12.0.1

.1.5&idno=50#se50.12.648_120).  In summary, the amount of uncertainty that the SSC assigns 

to any OFL estimate also impacts the amount of the buffer and resulting ABC.  The more 

uncertain an OFL is deemed to have, the greater the buffer.  The SSC can use the amount of 

uncertainty in the OFL (often referred to as C.V. or coefficient of variation) as produced by an 

assessment.  However, to date the SSC has always expanded the produced uncertainty measures 

(C.V.) because not all uncertainties are fully captured in the assessment calculations.  This 

expansion increases the buffers and decreases ABCs.  Thus a buffer can be larger (and ABC 

smaller) either because the Council wants a lower risk of overfishing and/or because the SSC 

determines that to actually achieve a given risk a higher degree of uncertainty must be assumed 

and catch must be lowered.   
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§648.20   Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council ABC control rules. 

The SSC shall review the following criteria, and any additional relevant information, to assign 

managed stocks to a specific control rule level when developing ABC recommendations. The 

SSC shall review the ABC control rule level assignment for stocks each time an ABC is 

recommended. The ABC may be recommended for up to 3 years for all stocks, with the 

exception of 5 years for spiny dogfish. The SSC may deviate from the control rule methods or 

level criteria and recommend an ABC that differs from the result of the ABC control rule 

calculation; however, any such deviation must include the following: A description of why the 

deviation is warranted, description of the methods used to derive the alternative ABC, and an 

explanation of how the deviation is consistent with National Standard 2. 

 

§648.21   Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council risk policy. 

The risk policy shall be used by the SSC in conjunction with the ABC control rules in §648.20(a) 

through (d) to ensure the MAFMC's preferred tolerance for the risk of overfishing is addressed in 

the ABC development and recommendation process. 

(a) Stocks under a rebuilding plan. The probability of not exceeding the F necessary to rebuild 

the stock within the specified time frame (rebuilding F or FREBUILD) must be at least 50 percent, 

unless the default level is modified to a higher probability for not exceeding the rebuilding F 

through the formal stock rebuilding plan. A higher probability of not exceeding the rebuilding F 

would be expressed as a value greater than 50 percent (e.g., 75-percent probability of not 

exceeding rebuilding F, which corresponds to a 25-percent probability of exceeding rebuilding 

F). 

(b) Stocks not subject to a rebuilding plan. (1) For stocks determined by the SSC to have an 

atypical life history, the maximum probability of overfishing as informed by the OFL 

distribution will be 35 percent for stocks with a ratio of biomass (B) to biomass at MSY (BMSY) 

of 1.0 or higher (i.e., the stock is at BMSY or higher). The maximum probability of overfishing 

shall decrease linearly from the maximum value of 35 percent as the B/BMSY ratio becomes less 

than 1.0 (i.e., the stock biomass less than BMSY) until the probability of overfishing becomes zero 

at a B/BMSY ratio of 0.10. An atypical life history is generally defined as one that has greater 

vulnerability to exploitation and whose characteristics have not been fully addressed through the 

stock assessment and biological reference point development process. 

(2) For stocks determined by the SSC to have a typical life history, the maximum probability of 

overfishing as informed by the OFL distribution will be 40 percent for stocks with a ratio of B to 

BMSY of 1.0 or higher (i.e., the stock is at BMSY or higher). The maximum probability of 

overfishing shall decrease linearly from the maximum value of 40 percent as the B/BMSY ratio 

becomes less 1.0 (stock biomass less than BMSY) until the probability of overfishing becomes 



zero at a B/BMSY ratio of 0.10. Stocks with typical life history are those not meeting the criteria 

in paragraph (b)(1) of this section. 

(c) For instances in which the application of the risk policy approaches in either paragraph (b)(1) 

or (2) of this section using OFL distribution, as applicable given life history determination, 

results in a more restrictive ABC recommendation than the calculation of ABC derived from the 

use of FREBUILD at the MAFMC-specified overfishing risk level as outlined in paragraph (a) of 

this section, the SSC shall recommend to the MAFMC the lower of the ABC values. 

(d) Stock without an OFL or OFL proxy. (1) If an OFL cannot be determined from the stock 

assessment, or if a proxy is not provided by the SSC during the ABC recommendation process, 

ABC levels may not be increased until such time that an OFL has been identified. 

(2) The SSC may deviate from paragraph (d)(1) of this section, provided that the following two 

criteria are met: Biomass-based reference points indicate that the stock is greater than BMSY and 

stock biomass is stable or increasing, or if biomass based reference points are not available, best 

available science indicates that stock biomass is stable or increasing; and the SSC provides a 

determination that, based on best available science, the recommended increase to the ABC is not 

expected to result in overfishing. Any such deviation must include a description of why the 

increase is warranted, description of the methods used to derive the alternative ABC, and a 

certification that the ABC is not likely to result in overfishing on the stock. 

[76 FR 60616, Sept. 29, 2011, as amended at 77 FR 51857, Aug. 27, 2012] 
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